Alva Glen
Sculpture Trail
Explore Alva Glen and
find our friendly
characters hidden
among the trees and
waterfalls

Use the QR code to download to your
phone or visit
www.alvaglen.org.uk/sculpture-trail

Alva Glen Sculpture Trail
The sculptures around Alva Glen were created by
Chainsaw Pete, Rodney Holland, and Richard Douglas.
If you would like to know more about
Alva Glen Heritage Trust, you can find us
on Social Media @alvaglenheritagetrust
or visit www.alvaglen.org.uk
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Go past the waterfa
ll
and climb the steps
to
the left towards th
e
Cyber Gongs (tall m
etal
tubes). There you w
ill
find our resident gri
zzly
bear, Gentle Glen

Start at the car park.
You will find the
Scout Post by the
entrance. Walk back
down the road and
turn left over the
foot bridge.
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Just along the path
there is a large oak
tree with a circular
bench around it.
What animals can
you see carved into
the bench?
Carry on along the
path and take the
fork to the left.
There you will find
our friendly owl
carved from the
stump of a Lawson
Cypress Tree.

Keep walking along the
path. Just before the
waterfall, on your right
you will find three
Northern Brown Argus
butterflies sitting on a
Rock Rose. These
endangered butterflies
are resident in the
Upper Glen.
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7. Alvor I and II

Retrace your steps
and cross the green
bridge over Alva Burn.
Continue round to the
Old Quarry where the
Jubilee Bench is. Look
carefully at the
trees, can you see a
peeking face?

Have a look around
the pond. Can you
spot two Neolithic
men? You can read
about the ghost
story which
inspired these
sculptures on the
info board.
Follow the path until
you are back at the
car park. The last
sculpture on our trail
can be found in the
sensory garden and
shows the various
wildlife you may see
around the Glen.
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Thank you for exploring!
Photos by Colin Baxter, Nathan Critchlow, and Josh Thornhill.

